
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Hawke’s Bay Racing Inc. Date: 31st August 2013 
Weather: Overcast and Showery 
Track: Heavy (11) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); J Oatham; N Goodwin; B Bateup and L Tidmarsh  
Typist: L Goodwin 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Taranaki Thoroughbred Racing- Saturday 24th August 
Race 6 - La Nuova Apparelmaster Open 2000   
Trainer K Little advised that the day following the meeting SEA EAGLE underwent a veterinary examination which revealed 
the mare was suffering an ulcer in the near-side eye. Ms Little added that she would monitor the mare’ 
s progress before determining whether she would continue with this preparation.  

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: PHILIPA CHARLOTTE, RUNNING LATE, NO CHANGE, SIR KINGSWOOD, SCAPOLO, KIPKEINO, 

KHEMOSABI, SURVIVED, FULL OF SPIRIT, FINAL TOUCH, THE FILLY 
Suspensions: Race  1 D Turner- TOUCHE 

[Rule 649(1)(a)] - Weighed out without body protector - suspended 3-Sept – 7th Oct 
(inclusive)  5 weeks 

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  8 M McNab- SANGSTER 
[Rule 638 (1)(d)] – Shifting ground 800 metres. 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    
 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race  8 
9 

THUNDERBIRD ONE and MISS PELEAR- declared non-starters. 
SECOND HOPE at 3.45 on veterinary advice 
 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 TRINITY HILL THREE YEAR OLD 

Apprentice D Turner admitted a breach of Rule 649 (1)(a) in that he did weigh out for his mount TOUCHE without a body 
protector. After hearing submissions the Judicial Committee imposed a suspension for a five week period commencing 
from the conclusion of racing on Monday 2nd September until the conclusion of racing on Monday 7th October. 
OCEANIA (D Bradley) was slow away. 
OCEANIA raced keenly in the middle stages. 
SALAMANCA (M Dee) raced greenly in the early and middle stages and near the 800 metres shied away from the rail. 
OCEANIA was held up early in the home straight. 
SALAMANCA was inclined to shift ground in the home straight and bumped with VON KRUMM (M Du Plessis) near the 
finish. 
When questioned into the below par run of TOUCHE rider D Turner had no tangible excuse. A subsequent post-race 
veterinary inspection failed to reveal any abnormalities. 

Race 2 REDWOOD STAYERS 



 

 

RUNNING LATE (D Johnson) shifted out on jumping away crowding ZENNO ROLLS ROYCE (M Dravitzki) which got back. 
ARIZONA JAZZ (D Walsh) hung outwards approaching the first bend and made the crossing near the 1700 metres 
awkwardly hampering HUNKY DORY (C Johnson). 
FAIR FLEET (J Jago) hung inwards throughout and raced wide from the 800 metres when attempting to improve. A post- 
race veterinary inspection failed to reveal any abnormality. 
ARIZONA JAZZ was held up early in the home straight and shortly after became awkwardly placed on the heels of GO 
PADDY (M Du Plessis) and as a consequence shifted out inconveniencing the weakening JABEZ (D Walker). 
GO PADDY was held up early in the home straight and then again for a short distance near the 200 metres. 
ARIZONA JAZZ was inclined to lay out in the home straight. 
 

Race 3 HASTINGS HEART OF HAWKE’S BAY 1400 

MELODIES WAY (D Walsh) stood flat footed in the gates and lost considerable ground. 
NO CHANGE (M Dee) shifted out abruptly on jumping away hampering KNOWING (J Parkes) and MR INK (D Turner) which 
were dictated outwards into the line of QUIN BAY (D Bradley) which became unbalanced and bumped with MARMI (M 
McNab). 
BAY DANCER (M Dravitzki) shifted in at the start making heavy contact with WHOOPI GEE (V Johnston) which in turn made 
contact with RIODORO (C Johnson). 
PHEASANT (R Myers) was slow away. 
When questioned regarding the run of MR INK apprentice D Turner reported that after travelling comfortably in the lead 
prior to the home turn the gelding was unable to quicken. Apprentice Turner, in his opinion had been unsuited to the 
testing nature of the track. 
MELODIES WAY was held up in the home straight until gaining a run near the 200 metres and was inclined to race greenly 
for the remainder. 
When questioning regarding the performance of TRONIC ROSE rider M Du Plessis reported that the mare had travelled only 
fairly during the running and when pulling up was uneven in its action. A subsequent veterinary examination mild lameness 
in the right hind leg. 

Race 4 THE WESTBURY CLUB SPECIAL MAIDEN 

SIR KINGSWOOD (D Bradley) was tightened at the start when runners either side shifted ground and then commenced to 
over-race. 
MALROSE (R Myers) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
Riders of KARMAZYN (O Bosson) and ATLANTE (M Cameron) which finished some distance last reported their mounts were 
unsuited to the track. 
WRITTEN COMMAND (D Walker) made the 400 metre turn awkwardly and hung out bumping with VICE MARSHALL (J 
Riddell). A short distance further VICE MARSHALL and WRITTEN COMMAND came together and bumped again. 
DA BEAST (D Walsh) was held up passing the 400 metres until near the 200 metres. 
SANASAR (R Hutchings) was held up and unable to improve in the final straight until near the 150 metres and then raced in 
restricted room for the remainder. 
A post-race veterinary examination of ATLANTE failed to reveal any abnormalities.  

Race 5 SWISS ACE SPRINT 

SORIANO (R Hutchings) shifted out on jumping crowding AUTHENTIC PADDY (R Hannam) out onto RINGO (J Parkes) which 
was hampered. 
MINK (R Myers) began awkwardly and got back.  
ARIETTA (C Johnson) was slow away. 
GOSSIPING (B Lammas) had to be steadied rounding the first turn. 
Post- race veterinary inspection of JILTED revealed a slow recovery rate. 

Race 6 STELLA ARTOIS MILE 

HOLYWOOD ANGEL (R Hutchings) and LET’S GO FRATELLI (M Dravitzki) were slow away. 
HOLYWOOD ANGEL commenced to over-race entering the back straight and had to be steadied. 
SIERRA NEVADA (B Lammas) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
HOLYWOOD ANGEL was held up rounding the final turn.  
OUR GAZZA (D Bradley) shifted out under pressure near the finish. 
Rider H Tinsley reported KENNY’S CHANCE was unsuited to today’s track. 

Race 7 HAWKE’S BAY MASTER PLUMBERS OPEN 

GO DANNY (H Tinsley) was slow away. 
WORTHING (R Hutchings) shifted out at the start tightening STORMING THE TOWER (J Jago) which got back. 
CROCODILE CANYON (R Myers) was slow away. 
KARLA BRUNI (D Johnson) raced ungenerously throughout. 
BRAGATO (B Bradley) raced three wide throughout. 



 

 

KARLA BRUNI and SACHA (R Hannam) came together and bumped near the finish. 

Race 8 MAKFI CHALLENGE STAKES 

Pre blooding of all runners was carried out prior to the Makfi Stakes.  
THUNDERBIRD ONE began very awkwardly and dislodged rider L Innes who was uninjured. On viewing video footage it was 
apparent that THUNDERBIRD ONE had charged the front gate of its barrier prior to the start being effective resulting in its 
barrier and the adjacent barrier occupied by MISS PELEAR (N Harris) both being slow to open. A request for a ruling was 
filed with the Judicial Committee who determined that both THUNDERBIRD ONE and MISS PELEAR be declared non-
starters under the provisions of Rule 632. 
FULL OF SPIRIT (M Cameron) jumped in abruptly at the start hampering TAURUS (J Parkes) which lost ground. 
FINAL TOUCH (C Johnson) and FRITZY BOY (J Riddell) were crowded leaving the barriers between AMBERIO (H Tinsley) and 
SURVIVED (O Bosson) which both shifted ground. 
TAURUS had to be steadied going into the bend near the 800 metres to avoid the heels of SANGSTER which shifted in when 
not full y clear. Rider M McNab was issued with a warning. 
Shortly after straightening FULL OF SPIRIT made slight contact with SURVIVED which in turn shifted in bumping FLEUR DE 
LUNE (J Jago). 
FINAL TOUCH was held up rounding the turn until near the 250 metres. 
Rider M Coleman reported XANADU was not comfortable in today’s track conditions. 

Race 9                    LET’S GO TO TURKS FINALE 

SECOND HOPE was a late scratching on veterinary advice at approx. 3.45pm. 
MAROTIRI MISS (K Myers) and COMMETT (M Dravitzki) were slow to begin. 
KAPSBOY (J Jago) and MIGHTY MATT (L Innes) both began a little awkwardly and came together shortly after the start. 
TAAXMAN (M Cameron) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
BALDOVINO (D Bradley) raced wide without cover. 
Near the 700 metres KAPSBOY had to be steadied when awkwardly placed inside the heels of GUESSING (D Walsh). 
MIGHTY MATT shifted out to obtain clear running entering the final straight inconveniencing the weakening GUESSING. 
MIGHTY MATT then had some difficulty obtaining clear running to near the 250 metres. 
Post-race veterinary examination of BALDOVINO and KAPSBOY did not reveal any obvious abnormalities. 

 


